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In this article, we are going to introduce an automatic mechanism to intelligently extend the 
training set to improve the n-gram language model of Persian. Given the free word-order 
property in Persian, our enrichment algorithm diversifies n-gram combinations in baseline 
training data through dependency reordering, adding permissible sentences and filtering 
ungrammatical sentences using a hybrid empirical (heuristic) and linguistic approach. Ex-
periments performed on baseline training set (taken from a standard Persian corpus) and 
the resulting enriched training set indicate a declining trend in average relative perplexity 
(between 34% to 73%) for informal/spoken vs. formal/written Persian test data.

Abstract

Keywords: training corpus; n-gram language model; dependency parsing; enrichment al-
gorithm; free word-order.
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1. Introduction

Language modeling is a fundamental task in computational linguistics and natural language 
processing playing a crucial role for text-disambiguation in statistical machine translation 
(SMT) for text-to-text conversion, automatic speech recognition (ASR) for speech-to-text 
conversion, optical character recognition (OCR) for image-to-text conversion, and in spell 
checkers to reduce grammatical errors through text-to-text conversion (Clark et al., 2010: 74; 
Koehn, 2010: 181; Jurafsky and Martin, 2009: 83).

The n-gram model is the most common language modeling technique employing statistical 
methods and Markov chains to predict the next word in a given sentence by learning from 
huge amounts of training data (corpus) already written by human. In 1-gram model, the 
probability of each word is estimated by conditioning on the word itself, independently from 
all previous words. In 2-gram and 3-gram models, however, each word is conditioned on the 
previous word and the two previous words respectively (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1
Probability of a sentence in 1-gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram language models

This simplification in practice ignores long distance dependency among words in a sen-
tence. Moreover, the automatic learning of language model for all languages including Per-
sian suffers from insufficient and sparse training data due to inherent productivity encoded 
in natural language—no training data of any size could ever include all words, sentences, 
and linguistic rules. As a result, many 1-gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram word combinations in 
a new sentence (test data) may not have been seen in training data, leading to a zero or 
near-zero probability for the sentence—a problem commonly dealt with while using various 
smoothing techniques (Heafield et al., 2013; Nugues, 2014: 140).
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Persian language is an Indo-European language spoken by around 110 million people pri-
marily in Iran, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan (Windfuhr, 2009). It uses Perso-Arabic script with a 
right-to-left writing direction and is considered as a language with a canonical subject-ob-
ject-verb (SOV) word-order (Khanlari, 1995; Dabir-Moghadam, 2013). However, Persian enjoys 
a relatively flexible word-order especially in the colloquial spoken domain, making it a free 
word-order language along with German, Russian, Turkish, Indian, Japanese, and Czech 
(Mahajan, 1995; Bailyn, 1999; Karimi, 1999; Sabel and Saito, 2005: 3; Carnie et al., 2014: 265).

Utilizing the free-word-order phenomenon in Persian, especially in the colloquial and in-
formal domain, in this paper, a new algorithm is introduced for the first time to improve 
the Persian n-gram language model by an intelligent and automatic extension of training 
data. In our enrichment algorithm, to cope with data sparseness and improve the Persian 
n-gram model, permissible sentence permutations are automatically produced through de-
pendency parsing while considering word-order criteria in Persian combined with handcraft 
empirical and computational heuristics. 

Our main motivation to use dependency parsing in our enrichment algorithm is that de-
pendency formalism is more similar to the human understanding of language and can 
easily represent the free word-order nature of syntactic roles in sentences (Kübler et al., 
2009). Furthermore, the only treebank currently suitable for analyzing Persian sentences 
is the Persian Dependency Treebank, which includes approximately 30,000 sentences from 
contemporary Persian-language texts manually tokenized and annotated at morphologi-
cal and syntactic levels, containing nearly 4500 distinct verb lemmas (Rasooli et al., 2013; 
Rasooli et al., 2011).

What follows is organized as below: in section 2, related works on Persian language mod-
eling are briefly reviewed. In section 3, the three phases of enrichment algorithm, its lin-
guistic and computational bases, and word-order criteria in Persian are elaborated. The 
experimental setup is explained in section 4, and the conclusion and future works are 
finally given in section 5. 

2. Related works 

Computational models of Persian language are not numerous. Regarding statistical ap-
proaches, there are only a few works to mention, all of which primarily use class-based 
methods to deal with data sparseness in Persian n-gram language modeling.

Bahrani et al. (2006) have constructed a class-based and POS-based n-gram language 
model (Brown et al., 1992) using Bijankhan corpus (Bijankhan, 2004). Bazargani and Al-
masganj (2007) used the class-based n-gram language model for a limited news wire 
Persian text combining Brown and Martin algorithm (Brown et al., 1992; Martin et al., 1998) 
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and word similarity measure. Bahrani and Sameti (2011) and Bahrani et al. (2011) report 
implementation results of various rule-based and statistical language models for contin-
uous speech recognition (CSR).

Among rule-based (linguistic) approaches, Bahrani et al. (2011) developed an extension 
to Hafezi-Manshadi’s (2001) work, building upon the ideas presented by Meshkatoddini 
(2003). This work is characterized by a large-coverage grammar with a vocabulary size of 
1200 words tailored for continuous speech recognition (CSR) applications in Persian. Using 
a bottom-up chart parser (Allen, 1995), Bahrani et al. (2011) report an acceptance rate of 
89%. Also, combining their rule-based language model with a 2-gram statistical language 
model, word error rate (WER) in a Persian continuous speech recognition system dropped 
by about 31%. Based on Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG) (Gazdar et al., 1985), 
their rule-based language model describes the Persian grammatical structure by means of 
a set of 121 rules covering major syntactic rules of modern Persian. Their grammar, how-
ever, cannot properly describe coordination (i.e. ‘دو یا سه کتاب’ [do yɑ se ketɑb] ‘two or three 
books’), becomes problematic with respect to separable complex verbs (i.e. ‘او درد را احساس 
 u ehsɑs-e] ’او احساس درد می کند‘ .he/she feels the pain’ vs‘ [u dærd rɑ ehsɑs mi-konæd] ’می کند
dærd mi-konæd] ‘he/she feels the pain’), and cannot handle words containing copula (the 
enclitic form of the verb ‘بودن’ [budæn] ‘to be’ in the present indicative) as in ‘مشغولند’ [mæsh-
qul-ænd] ‘(they) are busy’. 

Dehdari and Lonsdale (2008) is a link grammar parser based on Sleator and Temperley 
(1991). Furthermore, Valad (2006) employs a unification-based approach to Persian grammar 
utilizing semantic features for Persian syntactic disambiguation. Ayat (2001) is a head-driven 
phrase structure grammar (HSPG) for Persian based on Pollard and Sag (1994). 

Our contributions are as follows:

i. Considering free word-order property of Persian: Unlike previous works on the 
n-gram language modeling of Persian, our proposed algorithm takes into account 
the free word-order property of Persian; it also offers an automatic approach to 
deal with the infamous data sparseness problem in modeling all natural languages 
highly aggravated by a free word-order phenomenon in free word-order languages 
like Persian. In our research, we mainly focus on the artificial extension of the input 
of the language modeling, i.e. training data, as much as possible. To the best of our 
knowledge, this approach has never been taken in modeling any language in general 
and Persian (or other free word-order languages) in particular. 

ii. Intelligent extension of training data: Our enrichment algorithm (section 3) pro-
vides an intelligent mechanism to automatically expand training data especially 
for the colloquial and informal domain to be used for Persian continuous speech 
recognition (CSR). The importance of such an extension stems from the fact that 
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creating text corpora is essentially a time-consuming task. Furthermore, the cre-
ation of spoken text corpora via the manual conversion of audio files into text is 
cumbersome by itself. More importantly, there are not enough spoken corpora 
currently available in Persian. 

iii. Reference data for word-order in Persian: The automatic generation of permutations 
in our enrichment algorithm provides a fundamental infrastructure for Persian NLP 
research associated with word-order in tasks like statistical machine translation 
(SMT) (e.g. pre-reordering and reordering). Considering the free word-order in Per-
sian, Persian currently lacks a reference word-order for SMT research.

3. Enrichment algorithm 

In this section, we will describe three phases of our training set enrichment algorithm to-
gether with related steps within each phase. The algorithm is aimed at an intelligent and 
automatic expansion of training data to diversify n-gram combinations in the baseline 
training set, considering the free word-order nature of Persian language especially in infor-
mal speech and colloquial genre. 

The general diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2. There are three separate phases: 
phase I (preprocessing), phase II (dependency parsing), and phase III (permutation gen-
eration/filtration). Many steps were taken in designing and testing the algorithm through 
linguistic rules combined with computational heuristics.

3.1. Preprocessing

In the first phase, four preprocessing steps were taken: 

i. Normalization: Due to numerous orthographical inconsistencies in Persian (Shams-
fard, 2011), the input text was initially normalized.

ii. Tokenization: multiword expressions (MWEs) such as multitoken verbs were toke-
nized and frozen to act as one-word expressions (e.g. ‘خواهم رفت’ [xɑhæm ræft] ‘I will 
go’ is converted into ‘خواهم_رفت’);

iii. POS tagging: required for sentence simplification and dependency parsing.

iv. Sentence simplification: Complex sentences were broken into simple sentences 
through POS-tag heuristics based on the order of verb (V), punctuation (PUNC), and 
conjunction (CONJ)1.

1 Conjunctions in Persian include ‘که’ [ke] ‘that’, ‘و’ [væ] ‘and’, etc.
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FIGURE 2
Diagram of training set enrichment algorithm including three phases shown as three separate boxes
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Dependency grammar is commonly attributed with weakness in describing complex sen-
tences, i.e. sentences with more than one verb, as there is ambiguity in determining the true 
root of the sentence—hence the existence of at least two possible parse trees (Schneider, 
1998; Bach, 2012). 

The sentence simplification therefore proves beneficial to fine-tune dependency parsing in 
the second phase of the algorithm and, as a result, will enhance the overall performance 
of our enrichment algorithm.

3.2. Dependency parsing 

In phase II (dependency parsing), 80% of sentences already preprocessed in phase I were 
randomly selected which will serve as the baseline training set in language modeling (sec-
tion 4). The resulting preprocessed text corpus was then automatically parsed after training 
MatlParser2 with Persian Dependency Treebank. 

3.3. Permutation generation/filtration

In this part, after describing the three steps taken in phase III, we will justify both the computa-
tional and the linguistic basis of our enrichment algorithm using word-order criteria in Persian. 

The resulting labeled directed graph (LDG) associated with each sentence is then traversed 
to extract obligatory and optional complements associated with the verb in each sentence. 
Extracted parts are permuted afterwards producing all possible grammatical reordering 
(permutations) for each Persian sentence. The valency structure of the verb in dependency 
grammar includes both the obligatory complements (OBC) and the optional complements 
(OPC) a verb can obtain. Unlike OPC, the removal of OBC from the head of a syntactic phrase 
leads to a semantically ill-formed phrase (Tabibzadeh, 2012). 

One should bear in mind that since finding the correct word-order in natural languages 
is an NP-complete problem (Knight, 1999), approximation and heuristic rules need to be 
employed in phase III. Therefore, after extensive empirical investigations, three handcraft 
heuristics were implemented in phase III to reduce search space as much as possible and 
block/filter ungrammatical permutations: 1) no permutation for original sentences containing 
punctuation (PUNC), 2) no permutation for the original sentences with length below 6 (i.e. 
sentences for which the permutation length exceeds that of the original sentence due to 
errors in POS tagging or parsing), and 3) no permutation for sentences still containing more 
than one verb (ROOT) due to normalization, tokenization, or POS tagging errors in phase I.

2 www.maltparser.org

http://www.maltparser.org
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FIGURE 3
Extracting obligatory and optional complements by traversing its LDG. Dependency relations are shown over 
each arc. ‘را’ [rɑ] is direct object (accusative) marker in Persian

Although Persian is commonly known as a subject-object-verb (SOV) language, there is a 
great deal of flexibility in Persian especially in the colloquial and informal spoken domain. 
For example, while the English sentence ‘I saw Ali yesterday’ has only two permissible 
(grammatical) permutations (i.e. ‘I saw Ali yesterday’, ‘Yesterday I saw Ali’), its correspond-
ing Persian equivalent has 3!=6 possible permutations. Figure depicts labeled directed 
graph (LDG) for the above sentence with various dependency relations between the cen-
tral head, i.e. ‘دیدم’ [didæm] ‘see’ (past simple, 1st sing) and its direct/indirect dependents. 
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By traversing the graph, obligatory/optional complements of the verb ‘دیدن’ [‘didæn’] ‘to 
see’ are extracted in three stages.

To linguistically justify the computational basis of our approach in phase III, we employed 
Dabir-Moghadam (2013), which is an attempt to introduce 24 ‘correlation pairs’, ‘components’, 
or ‘criteria’ for word-order in Persian based on Dryer’s (1992) comprehensive typological 
study on many languages. As seen in Table 1, each of those word-order criteria can be as-
sociated with one or more dependency relations defined in Persian Dependency Treebank.

3 Nine valency complements are defined in Persian Dependency Treebank (PerDT) in addition to 
18, 11, 7, and 7 dependency relations for verb, noun, adjective, and other parts of speech respec-
tively (Rasooli et al., 2014).

4 As the only postposition used in Persian today, ‘را’ [ra] is a direct object marker.
5 Ezafe is an unstressed vowel -e that occurs at the end of some words (-ye on some specific 

occasions) that links together elements belonging to a single constituent (Ghomeshi, 1997). The 
first word is called Mozaf (s.th. which is added to s.th. else), the second word Mozafon-elayh (s.th. 
to which s.th. else is added). It approximately corresponds in usage to the English preposition 
“of”, joining two nouns (possessive ezafe) (e.g. ‘کتابِ من’ [ketɑb-e mæn] ‘my book’) or nouns and 
adjectives (adjectival ezafe) (e.g. ‘مردِ جوان’ [mærd-e jævɑn] ‘young man’) (Abrahams, 2004), or 
connecting parts of a name (i.e. first and last name) or title (e.g. ‘احمدِ علوی’ [æhmæd-e ælævi] 
‘Ahmad Alavi’) (Nourian et al., 2015).

TABLE 1
Word-order criteria in Persian vs. dependency relations in Persian Dependency Treebank3

WORD-ORDER CRITERION DEPENDENCY RELATION

1 Preposition + N / N + Postposition4 NPP

2 Numerator + N MESU

3 N + Indefinite article [-i] / N + Definite article [-e] *

4 N + Possessive free morpheme *

5 Ezafe construction5 MOZ

6 Demonstrative Adj + N NPREMOD

7 Adjectival ezafe construction (Modified + Modifier) NEZ

8 Quantity Adverb + Adj APREMOD

9 Comparative Adj + PP / PP + Comparative Adj COMPPP

10 PP + V VPP

11 Manner Adv + V ADV
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Among them, however, word-order criteria no. 3, 4, 18, 19 are merely morphological, playing 
no role in syntactic parsing in our algorithm. Also, word-order criteria for Persian auxiliary/
main verb (no. 16 and 17) were manually encoded in the ‘filtering’ step of our algorithm. 

Finally, Karimi-Doostan’s (2011) criteria for the separability of Persian complex verbs were 
included as part of additional heuristic rules to the further blocking of ungrammatical per-
mutations, given the productive abundance of light verb constructions in Persian language 
(Samvellian and Faghiri, 2013).

4. Experimental setup

We now evaluate our enrichment algorithm and investigate its effectiveness in improving 
the Persian n-gram model in informal/spoken domain. We will first describe data and tools 
used in our experiments and then discuss the results and the analysis. 

 ,ke’ here functions as a relative pronoun in Persian, equivalent to ‘that’ (who, which, whose‘ ’که‘ 6
whom) in English.

12 Noun Head + ‘که’  + Relative cl. VCL

13 Main clause + ‘که’ + subordinate clause / complement clause AJUCL / VCL

14 Adverbial clause subordinator / adverbial conj. + ‘که’ + clause AJUCL / PRD

15 Verb ‘خواستن’ [xɑstæn] ‘to want’ + ‘که’ + subordinate clause v. VCL / PRD

16 Auxiliary verb + main verb / main verb + auxiliary verb -

17 Aux. verb ‘توانستن’ [tavɑnestæn] ‘to want’ + main verb -

18 Negative prefix + verb stem *

19 Tense/aspect prefix + verb stem / verb root + tense/aspect postfix *

20 Question Particle + sentence PART

21 WH word position PART / MOZ

22 Subj + pred + predictive verb MOS

23 Subject + verb SBJ

24 Obj (NP) + verb / verb + obj (clause) OBJ / VCL

Correspondence between 24 word-order criteria in Persian (Dabir-Moghadam, 2013) and dependency rela-
tions defined in Persian Dependency Treebank (Rasooli et al., 2013). Numbers 3, 4, 18, and 19 are morpholo-
gical, and thus not relevant to our syntactic reordering. Numbers 16 and 17 are manually preserved within 
the ‘filtering’ step of our enrichment algorithm.

6
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4.1. Data and tools

i. Data: We adopt part of the Bijankhan corpus (Bijankhan, 2004) as our baseline train-
ing set to implement our enrichment algorithm and produce an enriched training 
set. The Bijankhan corpus is a tagged corpus suitable for Persian natural language 
processing gathered from daily news and common texts; the free version7 has about 
2.6-million manually tagged words with a tag set of 40 POS tags. 

 For evaluation purposes, we consider two types of test data: 1) formal/written test 
sets created by using the Bijankhan corpus, Soltanzadeh (2013)8, and IRNA9 news 
agency; 2) informal/spoken test sets constructed by the use of the Persian section 
of Tehran English-Persian parallel corpus (TEP)10 (Pilehvar et al., 2011). 

ii. Hazm: All preprocessing steps in phase I of enrichment algorithm (i.e. normalization, 
tokenization, and breaking down complex sentences into simple sentences) were 
done using Hazm11 package for Persian language processing in Python. 

iii. POS tagging: Stanford POS tagger12 already trained with the Bijankhan (2004) 10-mil-
lion-word annotated corpus was used for POS tagging. 

iv. Parsing: We trained java-based MaltParser13 (V.1.8.1) with Persian Dependency Tree-
bank (PerDT)14 (V.1.1.1) (Rasooli et al., 2013) for dependency parsing in phase II of our 
algorithm. The treebank contains around 30,000 syntactically and morphologically 
annotated Persian sentences within the framework of dependency grammar.

v. Permutation generation/filtration: Phase III of our enrichment algorithm was im-
plemented after extensive empirical experiments utilizing the Persian verb valency 
lexicon (Per-Vallex)15 (V.3.0) (Rasooli et al., 2011) as a valuable resource including 
obligatory and optional complements of nearly 4500 distinct verb lemmas of simple, 
complex, prefixed, and phrasal Persian verbs.

7 http://ece.ut.ac.ir/dbrg/bijankhan/
8 The data used with permission had been originally used in automatic transformation of Persian 

dependency trees to their corresponding phrase structure trees.
9 www.irna.ir
10 TEP corpus, as a collection of Persian subtitles of English movies, is available at http://opus.

lingfil.uu.se/TEP.php.
11 http://www.sobhe.ir/hazm/
12 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
13 http://www.maltparser.org
14 http://dadegan.ir/catalog/perdt
15 http://dadegan.ir/catalog/pervallex

http://ece.ut.ac.ir/dbrg/bijankhan/
http://www.irna.ir
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/TEP.php
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/TEP.php
http://www.sobhe.ir/hazm/
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
http://www.maltparser.org
http://dadegan.ir/catalog/perdt
http://dadegan.ir/catalog/pervallex
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vi. N-gram modeling: We used KenLM16 (Heafield et al., 2013) in the Linux platform, a fast, 
lightweight, and scalable set of programs written in C++ to build the n-gram model 
and estimate n-gram probabilities for baseline and enriched training sets. 

4.2. Results and analysis

Now we present the experimental results of implementing our enrichment algorithm on a 
randomly selected section of the Bijankhan corpus. After preprocessing (phase I), we ran-
domly selected 80% of the sentences as our baseline training set, which were then used as 
our input for phase II (dependency parsing) and then for phase III (permutation generation/
filtration) of the enrichment algorithm. 

Table 2 summarizes the total words, number of sentences, and n-gram counts of the base-
line training set and the resulting enriched training set. As evident, word-types (unigrams) 
are equal in both baseline and enriched training sets while the number of 2/3/4-grams 
have all increased as a result of the enrichment algorithm. In other words, we now have two 
training sets with equal vocabulary size (1-gram), but different and diversified 2/3/4-gram 
combinations (i.e. word orders) in the enriched training set—highly valuable for building a 
language model for a free-word-order language like Persian.

To evaluate our enrichment algorithm and investigate the effectiveness of the enriched vs. 
baseline training set in improving the Persian n-gram model, we prepared various Persian 

16 https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/

TABLE 2
Language model: baseline vs. enriched training set

BASELINE TRAINING SET ENRICHED TRAINING SET INCREASE (%)

Total words 619,310 2,410,000 289,14

Sentences 67,279 194,258 188,73

1-gram 34,800 34,800 00,00

2-gram 291,260 341,217 17,15

3-gram 479,245 655,894 36,86

4-gram 509,976 775,436 52,05

N-gram language model statistics for baseline vs. enriched training sets. Both training sets have 
an equal vocabulary size (unigram count).

https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/
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test data in different domains. In addition to BIJ-1 (the remaining 20% of our originally se-
lected corpus), we also prepared 6 other test sets. Table 3 summarizes all 7 test sets ordered 
with an increasing size in two different domains: formal (written) and informal (spoken).

TABLE 3
Test sets for evaluating training set enrichment algorithm

TEST SET SOURCE SIZE (K) DOMAIN

IRN IRNA news 3.8 Formal

SOL Soltanzadeh (2013) 3.8 Formal

BIJ-2 Bijankhan 10 Formal

BIJ-1 Bijankhan 163 Formal

TEP-1 TEP 28 Informal

TEP-2 TEP 47 Informal

TEP-3 TEP 65 Informal

Formal (written) and informal (spoken) test sets are increasing in size.

For the evaluation metric, we use perplexity (pp) as a standard measure of language model 
quality as below:

         (1)

 
in which the average log probability (ALP) is defined as:

(2)
   

where there are m sentences x(1), x(2),…x(m) with a total number of M words in test data. Per-
plexity is in fact a measure showing how many sequences of words in test data are correctly 
predicted using n-gram probabilities already obtained from training data (Jurasfky and 
Martin, 2009); the lower the perplexity, the better the language model is. 

In our experiments, n-gram probabilities (1-gram to 4-gram) were computed via KenLM 
(Heafield et al., 2013) with the Modified Kneser-Ney (MKN) smoothing technique (Kneser and 
Ney, 1995). Table 4 shows perplexity (henceforth called absolute perplexity) for various test 
sets computed via n-gram probabilities estimated out of the baseline training set (BL2, BL3, 
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BL4) and the enriched training set (EN2, EN3, EN4) for 2-gram, 3-gram, and 4-gram respec-
tively. Also seen in this table is perplexity difference, hereinafter called relative perplexity 
(Diff), along with average relative perplexity (Avg) for formal (F) and informal (I) test sets 
collectively (e.g. Diff=EN2-BL2=251 is equal to +34.91% increase in relative perplexity).

TABLE 4
Absolute perplexity with baseline (BL) and enriched training set (EN), relative perplexity (Diff), and the ave-
rage relative perplexity (Avg) for formal (F) and informal (I) test sets

As seen, the relative perplexity (Diff) for all test sets on all n-gram levels (n=2, 3, 4) is posi-
tive—an apparently discouraging result, since we expected to obtain lower perplexities with 
the enriched training set in comparison with the baseline training set! Nevertheless, this 
undesired increase slows down as we move to informal test sets (e.g. from +35.11% down to 
+23.01% for 2-gram). Moreover, this declining growth rate grows much faster when moving 
from 2-gram to 4-gram: the reduction of average relative perplexity (Avg) from formal test 
sets to informal test sets is -34.46%, -64.61%, and -73.28% respectively (see also Figure 4). 
Therefore, we are convinced that this reduction is convincing enough to validate the effec-
tiveness of our enrichment algorithm to enrich/diversify n-gram combinations (n>1) for the 
purpose of improving the Persian language model in the informal/spoken domain.
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Absolute perplexity values for baseline (BL) and enriched (EN) training sets computed for 
various formal (F) and informal (I) test sets. Perplexity difference or relative perplexity (Diff) 
is computed for each test set. A falling trend is visible for the average relative perplexity 
(Avg) while moving from formal (F) to informal (I) test sets on the one hand, and from 
2-gram to 4-gram on the other hand.

FIGURE 4
Faster decline rate of relative perplexity for informal/spoken test data (TEP-1, TEP-2, TEP-3) vis-à-vis formal 
written test data (IRN, SOL, BIJ-2, BIJ-1), and from 2-gram to 4-gram

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, utilizing combinatory linguistic and computational approaches, and consid-
ering the free-word-order phenomenon in Persian language, we introduced our enrich-
ment algorithm to artificially extend Persian training data and intelligently enrich/diversify 
n-gram combinations through dependency reordering. Our primary goal was to help im-
prove the Persian n-gram language model in the colloquial informal domain. However, con-
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sidering the fundamental importance of language models in computational linguistics and 
natural language processing for tasks like statistical machine translation (SMT), automatic 
speech recognition (ASR), and optical character recognition (OCR), the resulting n-gram 
model based on the enriched training set can be externally evaluated in the aforemen-
tioned applications. Therefore, based on the obtained results in part 4.2, for future works, 
it seems quite motivating to externally test the language model resulting from enriched 
training set for Persian speech recognition. 

Since word-order relaxation poses many challenges to Persian language processing, espe-
cially in SMT, the subsequent Persian language model can be tested in statistical machine 
translation (SMT), e.g. in English-to-Persian SMT17. Finally, from a linguistic and typological 
point of view, our enrichment algorithm can be tailored and applied to other free-word-
order languages like German, Russian, Indian, Turkish, Japanese, etc.
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